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ABSTRACT A smart home network will support various smart devices and applications, e.g., home
automation devices, E-health devices, regular computing devices, and so on. Most devices in a smart
home access the Internet through a home gateway (HGW). In this paper, we propose a software-definednetwork (SDN)-HGW framework to better manage distributed smart home networks and support the SDN
controller of the core network. The SDN controller enables efficient network quality-of-service management
based on real-time traffic monitoring and resource allocation of the core network. However, it cannot
provide network management in distributed smart homes. Our proposed SDN-HGW extends the control
to the access network, i.e., a smart home network, for better end-to-end network management. Specifically,
the proposed SDN-HGW can achieve distributed application awareness by classifying data traffic in a smart
home network. Most existing traffic classification solutions, e.g., deep packet inspection, cannot provide
real-time application awareness for encrypted data traffic. To tackle those issues, we develop encrypted data
classifiers (denoted as DataNets) based on three deep learning schemes, i.e., multilayer perceptron, stacked
autoencoder, and convolutional neural networks, using an open data set that has over 200 000 encrypted data
samples from 15 applications. A data preprocessing scheme is proposed to process raw data packets and the
tested data set so that DataNet can be created. The experimental results show that the developed DataNets
can be applied to enable distributed application-aware SDN-HGW in future smart home networks.
INDEX TERMS Encrypted traffic classification, home gateway, distributed network management, deep
learning, SDN.

I. INTRODUCTION

A smart home has a network that supports various types
of smart devices, including home automation, health care
and entertainment [1], [2]. Those smart devices are independently operated and managed by network operators,
service providers and home users. Due to different network quality-of-service (QoS) requirements, it is challenging to have efficient end-to-end network management for
smart home users [3], [4]. In this paper, we propose an
application-aware software-defined network (SDN) inspired
55380

home gateway (HGW) framework (SDN-HGW) for distributed smart home networks.
SDN is an emerging and promising networking paradigm
to dramatically simplify network management, improve network resource utilization, reduce operating costs and promote
innovation and evolution [5], [6]. Current SDN controller can
monitor and manage QoS in core networks [7], [8]. However,
end-to-end network QoS may not be managed by the SDN
controller due to different QoS requirements for applications and end users, as well as security and privacy issues.

2169-3536 2018 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only.
Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Moreover, the core network controller based solutions usually require relatively high computational resources [9], [10].
QoS management in a smart home network requires a
light-weight and distributed scheme to achieve local real-time
application awareness. To tackle this issue, our proposed
SDN-HGW framework leverages the concept of SDN for
its separated layers with advanced controls and flexibility in
computing resources [11]–[16].
For user privacy, many applications have applied security
protocols such as HTTPS, SSH, SSL etc [17], [18]. Most
existing solutions to application awareness are based on Deep
Packet Inspection (DPI) and Machine Learning (ML). However, those solutions cannot provide accurate real-time traffic classification encrypted network applications [19]–[22].
In this work, we design and develop DataNets (i.e. encrypted
data packet classifiers) using three approaches: multilayer
perceptron (MLP), stacked autoencoder (SAE) and convolutional neural network (CNN), based on a selected
dataset from the ‘‘ISCX VPN-nonVPN’’ encrypted traffic
dataset [23]. As a proof of concept, the selected dataset has
more than 20, 000 data packets from 15 types of applications.
The experimental results show that the developed DataNets
can provide real-time and fine-grained application awareness
to SDN-HGW in distributed home networks. The major contributions in this work are summarized as follows:
• An application-aware SDN-HGW framework is proposed for smart home networks.
• DataNets are developed using three deep learning based
approaches for encrypted data classification based on an
open dataset.
• Experiments are conducted to demonstrate the accuracy
of the developed DataNets. Computational efficiency is
also evaluated with practical HGW settings.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows.
Related work is discussed in Section II. The proposed
framework for application-aware SDN-HGW is illustrated
in Section III. The data preprocessing scheme is given in
Section IV. The core development of DataNets is described
in Section V. Evaluation and experimental results are given in
Section VI. Finally, conclusion and future work are presented
in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK

SDN is a new network paradigm that enables network infrastructure virtualization by decoupling the control and data
planes, creating a dynamic, flexible, automated and manageable architecture [1], [5]. SDN controller in the core network
is the key component of the whole SDN architecture which
mainly control SDN switches in order to manage the whole
data flow [1], [24]. While the SDN controller enables efficient flow control, it cannot achieve distributed end-to-end
QoS management due to no control of end users.
Traffic classification has been widely studied in the network management domain with three major approaches,
port based [25]–[27], statistical approach [28], [29] and payload based [21], [22], [30], [31]. The port-based approach
VOLUME 6, 2018

is one of the earliest for traffic classification. It uses
the association of the ports in the TCP/UDP header
with well-known TCP/UDP port numbers assigned by the
IANA [27]. Port-based approach is simple and fast. Nevertheless, not all protocols can be classified by ports due
to dynamic port assignment and tunnels and Network
Address Port Translation (NAPT) [25], [26]. The statistical approach uses payload-independent parameters such as
packet length, inter-arrival time, flow duration etc. for classification. For example, DPI is one of the mostly accepted
techniques [21], [22], [31]. However, DPI techniques have
limitations regarding encrypted payload encryption, user privacy and tunneling transfer. Besides some customized statistical methods, many researches were carried out using Machine
Learning (ML) algorithms [29], [32], [33]. Although ML can
alleviate some limitations of DPI, existing flow-based solutions cannot provide real-time, fine-grained traffic classification to support application-aware smart home networks.
Recently, researchers have tried to apply deep learning
[34], [35] to traffic classification [36], [37]. Wang [36] proposed an SAE based method to identify unencrypted data
traffic. However, the dataset was not open to the public and
the work did not demonstrate its application for encrypted
traffic. Lotfollahi et al. [37] introduced SAE and CNN based
methods to classify encrypted traffic. However, the evaluation
of computational performance was not provided.
In this work, we develop and evaluate DataNets using
three deep learning based approaches, MLP, SAE and CNN,
given the popularity of them in the community. Moreover,
a selected dataset from an open source with all encrypted
data traffic is used for DataNets development. The developed
DataNet is the core to the SDN-HGW that can help to achieve
distributed end-to-end network measurement and network
management in the SDN paradigm. The success of this work
will enable further development in networking, e.g. network
resource management, new business plans, etc., without
compromising security/privacy of service providers nor
users.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE APPLICATION-AWARE SDN
HOME GATEWAY FRAMEWORK

An overview of the proposed SDN-HGW framework is
shown in Fig. 1. The proposed framework is to provide
fine-grained and application-level traffic classification over
encrypted traffic from a SDN-HGW. The framework consists
of smart home infrastructure, data plane, control plane and
application plane, described in the following.
The smart home infrastructure is composed of smart
devices in a home network. Smart devices can be generally
divided into three types: home automation, healthcare and
entertainment [2]. All smart devices access the external network (e.g., the Internet) through the SDN-HGW.
The data plane is at the SDN-HGW to provide distributed
network QoS management for the last hop to meet different
requirements of applications. As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed SDN-HGW not only forwards packets through the
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results from each SDN-HGW. Second, the SDN controller
periodically updates the DataNet and downloads the latest
classifiers to each SDN-HGW. Third, the SDN controller
manages network resources based on accurately labeled traffic flows in the core network.
The application plane supports applications through the
northbound interface with the SDN controller. In particular,
a deep learning based training platform is deployed in the
application plane. The platform is responsible for creating
and updating DataNets from collected data samples from
various network applications. Note that the training platform
has much more powerful computing resources compared to a
SDN-HGW for fast and accurate DataNet development.
IV. DATA PACKET PRE-PROCESSING

FIGURE 1. Overview of the SDN-HGW framework.

southbound interface, but also acts as a probe for traffic
identification in smart home networks. First, the probe will
receive the packets from the raw packet collector, which
could be an eBPF program focusing on packet capturing
from the eBPF Datapath [38]. Secondly, the probe uses a
traffic classifier, which is defined as DataNet in the proposed framework. Different from existing SDN controller
design, DataNet would require a local artificial intelligence
(or neural network) co-processor that is embedded in the
next-generation network gateway. The results will be tagged
as an AppID for the SDN controller for further networking
management. Note that the proposed SDN-HGW can collect
edge traffic flows that may hardly be collected by the SDN
controller or core network. For example, some packets such
as ARP, DNS, DHCP, etc. may only be visible at the edge
network gateway [24].
The control plane is supported by the SDN controller for
three tasks. First, it labels each data flow with the probing

DataNet is the core of the proposed SDN-HGW framework.
However, a raw data packet captured is not in ideal form
DataNet processing (and developing). For example, the data
packet used in this work is in PCAP or PCAPNG format [39].
A raw packet includes information that are unnecessary for
classification, e.g., total numbers of TCP/UDP/ICMP, etc.
In this section, we show the procedures for pre-processing
raw data packet and raw dataset to create DataNets at
the training platform, and to probe data packets at each
SDN-HGW.
A. PRE-PROCESSING PACKET BYTE VECTOR

Pre-processing a raw data packet has three steps, parsing,
truncating/padding and normalization. An overview of the
pre-processing procedure is shown in Fig. 3. A raw data
packet is processed byte by byte, similar to a pixel of an
image which can be easily imported to a deep learning based
classifier. Parsing is to remove the Ethernet header of a
raw data packet. Data-link layer information such as MAC
address, type of frame, etc., is not useful in packet classification. The parsing process reduces the input size of a packet.
Moreover, some noise is filtered during the process for better
classification accuracy.
Truncating and zero-padding is to fix the size of each data
packet input to the classifier. An equal size of all inputs is
required for the proposed deep learning based packet classifiers. In particular, define n as the targeted input size for
DataNet, where 0 < n ≤ 1500. The maximum transmission
unit has a size of 1500 bytes. An input packet is truncated or
zero-padded, depending on its length compared to n.
An input after truncating and zero-padding is defined as
a packet byte vector (PBV). For example, the i-th PBV is
described as follows:
Xi = {xi1 , xi2 , xi3 , ....xin }

FIGURE 2. The internal software architecture of SDN-HGW.
55382

(1)

where xij denotes the j-th byte Xi . Each PBV is then normalized to [0, 1] for faster classification. For simplicity,
we assume Xi is the normalized result of the i-th PBV.
Classification of a data packet is processed using the normalized PBV.
VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 5. Illustration of a Packet Byte Matrix.

of a PBM and a label vector, described as follows:
 
 
X1
L1
 X2 
 L2 
 
 
X =  .  ←−  . 
 .. 
 .. 

FIGURE 3. Raw data packet pre-processing.

Xm

B. PREPROCESSING PACKET BYTE MATRIX

To create DataNet, a dataset with labeled raw data packets is
processed in the steps as shown in Fig. 4.
The raw dataset is processed into a packet byte matrix
(PBM) X as follows:
X = {X1T , X2T , . . . , XmT }T ,

(2)

where (·)T is the transposition function, and m is the number
of raw data packet in the dataset. Fig. 5 shows an illustration
of a PBM.
Each PBV Xi is associated with a label Li , e.g., AIM, Email,
Netflix, etc. After preprocessing, the raw dataset is composed

(3)

Lm

An example of a labeled PBM is shown in Table 1. Since
dimension of data varies even for the same class of application, a fixed size will ease the maintenance and update with
more future applications added to the system. Without loss of
generality, 1480 is chosen for the rest of this work.
TABLE 1. Examples of the packet byte matrix with labels.

V. DEEP-LEARNING BASED ENCRYPTED DATA
CLASSIFIER (DATANET) DESIGN

After preprocessing, X is applied to create DataNet, i.e.
encrypted data packet classifiers. In particular, we develop
three types of DataNet based on Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP), Stacked AutoEncoder (SAE) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) respectively.
A. MLP BASED DATANET

FIGURE 4. Preprocessing the training dataset.
VOLUME 6, 2018

MLP is a class of feedforward artificial neural network (ANN) as shown in Fig. 6. A MLP consists of three
or more layers. The first layer is for input data, i.e., a PBV Xi .
One or more hidden layers extract features from the input.
The last layer outputs a classification result. Each hidden
layer, e.g., the i-th layer, is composed of multiple neurons that
is mainly a nonlinear activation function as follows:


f (x) = σ W (i) · x + b(i) ,
(4)
55383
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In our MLP model, we use cross entropy as loss function
and the calculation of gradient and updates of weights and
bias are defined as follows:
1) Calculate the loss function of cross entropy between the
output value and the label value as follows:
L=−

n
X

yi ln f (xi , θ),

(10)

i=1

2) Update weights and bias using gradient descent as
follows:
∂L
,
∂w
∂L
b ← b−η .
∂b

w ← w−η
FIGURE 6. Overview of the MLP based DataNet.

where σ (·) is an activation function, e.g., σ (x) = tanh(x).
The important characteristic of the activation function is that
it provides a smooth transition as input values change. W (i) is
a weight matrix and b(i) is a bias vector. There may be more
than one hidden layer. Each layer passes through the same
function with a different weight matrix and a bias vector. The
final layer outputs the results of the last hidden layer, e.g.,
layer j, as follows:


o(x) = g W (j) · x + b(j) .
(5)
The MLP structure specified for the proposed packet classifier is shown in Fig. 6. It consists of one input layer, two
hidden layers and one output layer. Using the full size of the
data packet as an example, the input layer has 1480 inputs.
The two hidden layers are composed of 6 and 6 neurons
respectively. The output layer is composed of 15 neurons with
Softmax as classifier. The classification process is defined as
follows:
1) Input PBV Xi = {xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xin } to the first hidden
layer and compute the output as follows:
z(1) = W (1) σ (Xi ) + b(1) ,

(6)

where σ (·) is the activation function, i.e. a rectified
linear unit (ReLU). ReLU is a non-linear operation as
follows:
ReLU (x) = max[0, x].

(7)

2) For hidden layer 2 compute the output as follows:
 
z(2) = W (2) σ z(1) + b(2) ,
(8)
3) A fully-connected layer with a Softmax classifier output the final results as follows:
exp zj
,
ŷ = P
exp zi

(9)

where zj is the output of the j-th neuron. Ŷ =
{ŷ1 , ŷ2 , ŷ3 , .....ŷN } is the complete set of classes, and N
denotes number of classes. The output with the highest
probability indicates the class of the input value.
55384

(11)

To start the training process, training parameters are set as
{Ne , M , η}, where Ne is the maximum number of Epoch,
M is the size of mini_batch used in the stochastic gradient
method, η is the learning rate. The complete process for the
training process is summarized in Alg. 1. Without loss of
generality, the algorithm only summarizes the basic structure
of the process. Stopping criteria such as validation is not given
in the description.
Algorithm 1 MLP Based DataNet Training
Require: Training data, training parameters
Ensure: MLP based DataNet.
1: for t = 1 to Ne do
2:
for each batch of M input data do
3:
For each training samples Xi ∈ X:
4:
Compute the output using Eq. (6);
5:
Process with activation function Eq. (7);
6:
Compute the output using Eq. (8);
7:
Process with activation function Eq. (7);
8:
Output classification results according to Eq. (9);
9:
Compute the training error according to Eq. (10);
10:
Update weights and bias according to Eq. (11);
11:
end for
12: end for

B. SAE BASED DATANET

We propose to design a classifier based on stacked autoencoders (SAE) [40]. An autoencoder is usually used for dimensionality reduction or feature extraction. In general, autoencoders are used for automatic features extraction. As shown
in Fig. 7, the proposed SAE architecture consists of five
layers, input, three encoders and the output layer. The input
layer has a size of 1480, and the three encoders are stacked
with sizes of 740, 92 and 32 neurons respectively.
The classification process is defined as follows:
1) Input PBV Xi = {xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xin } with 1480 neurons
to the first hidden layer, Encoder 1 with 740 neurons
and compute the output using Eq. (6).
VOLUME 6, 2018
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The change in each weight is as follows:
∂ε(k)
1wj (i) = −η
zi (k)
∂zj (k)

(13)

where zi is the output of the previous neuron and η is
the learning rate.
Encoder 1 is the input of successive layer to train Encoder 2
in a similar way, where the size of each layer is updated to
targeted size. Encoder 3 is trained with Encoder 2 as the input.
FIGURE 7. Overview of the SAE based DataNet.

2) After activation of ReLU according to Eq. (7),
the results are as input to the second hidden layer,
Encoder 2 with 92 neurons and using Eq. (8).
3) The same with above mentioned, after activation of
ReLU, the results are as input to the third hidden layer,
Encoder 3 with 32 neurons.
4) A fully-connected layer with a Softmax classifier output the final results as Eq. (9).
The training process of the classifier has two steps: training
encoders; and training the classifier. As shown in Fig. 8, three
encoders are trained in a greedy layer-wise fashion [41]. The
process to train Encoder 1 is described as follows:
1) Input PBV Xi = {xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xin }, where n = 1480 in
this design. Compute the output using Eq. (6). The process the results with an activation function, i.e. Eq. (7).
2) After activation with ReLU, the results are input to the
output layer (i.e. Decoder 1 with 1480 neurons) and
compute the output using Eq. (8) and the activation of
Eq. (7).
3) Compute the reconstruction errors between input and
output using mean squared error as follows:
m

1X 2
ej (k)
ε(k) =
m

(12)

i=1

where ej (k) = ŷj (k) − yj (k) is the error between the
output and the targeted value and m is the number of
samples.
4) Update the weight matrices based on the least
mean squares algorithm through back-propagation.

Algorithm 2 SAE Based DataNet Training
Require: Training data, training parameters
Ensure: SAE based DataNet.
1: Initial training dataset X:
2: for Three encoders do
3:
for t = 1 to Ne do
4:
for each batch of M input data do
5:
For each training samples Xi ∈ X:
6:
Compute the output using Eq. (6);
7:
Process with activation function Eq. (7);
8:
Compute the reconstruction error, i.e. Eq. (12);
9:
Update the weights and bias according to
Eq. (13);
10:
end for
11:
end for
12:
Use the current Encoder as the input of the successive
layer.
13: end for
14: Train the DataNet based on Alg. 1.
In the second step of SAE based DataNet training, the final
classifier can be trained using Alg. 1, given all three encoders.
Note that the input has a size of 32 instead of 1480. The
complete process for training the SAE based DataNet is
summarized in Alg. 2. The training parameters are set as {Ne ,
M , η}, where Ne is the maximum number of Epoch, M is the
size of mini_batch used in the stochastic gradient method, η
is the learning rate.
C. CNN BASED DATANET

We develop encrypted packet classifiers based on CNN [42].
CNN is a typical deep learning network applied for classification. Different from a typical deep neural network, e.g.,
the artificial neural network, CNN applies function convolutions, as follows:
y(t) = x(t) ∗ ω(t),

(14)

where x(t) is the input function and ω(t) is the kernel function.
A CNN structure consists of three types of layer: input layer,
hidden layer and output layer. Computational features include
local receptive field, shared weights and bias, and pooling,
as described below.
1) LOCAL RECEPTIVE FIELD
FIGURE 8. Encoder training for SAE based DataNet.
VOLUME 6, 2018

In an ordinary neural network, the inputs are depicted as a
vertical line of neurons. In CNN, the layers have neurons
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arranged in three dimensions: width, height, depth. Each
neuron in the l-th layer is connected to a small region of the
neurons from the previous layer. The small region is called the
local receptive field. We slide the local receptive field across
the entire (l − 1)-th layer. And there will be a different neuron
in the l-th layer for each local receptive field.
2) SHARED WEIGHTS AND BIASES

transition from a layer to the next layer is defined by a weight
matrix and a bias, e.g.,
X
wi xi + b.
(15)
f (xi , wi , b) =
i

In CNN, the weight matrix and the bias are usually shared for
different transitions. The shared weights and bias are often
called as kernel or filter. The advantage of applying shared
weights and biases is that it greatly reduces the number of
parameters.
3) POOLING

Pooling is an important component of a CNN. A pooling
layer is usually used after a convolutional layer to reduce
the dimensionality of the results from convolution. In the
mean time, pooling would retain most information with the
reduced dimensionality. One common procedure for pooling
is max-pooling. In max-pooling, a pooling unit outputs the
largest element within a rectangular subregion. Other popular
procedures for pooling include average pooling, L2 pooling,
etc.

3) After activation of ReLU, the results are then processed
through max pooling. In each step, the max pooling
processes a [2, 2] input as follows:


x1 x2
max pooling
= max(x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ). (16)
x3 x4
The max pooling has a step size of 1.
4) The outputs of the max pooling are processed by
the second convolutional layer with 16 [3, 3] filters.
The step size in this layer is 2.
5) An activation of ReLU (i.e. Eq. (7)) follows to process
the outputs.
6) The max pooling in the second layer has a size of [2,2]
and step size 2.
7) The third convolutional layer has 32 [3, 3] filters.
8) A fully-connected layer with a Softmax classifier (i.e.
Eq. (9)) outputs the final results.
In the model training process, a loss function is defined
based on cross entropy, i.e., Eq. (10). Stochastic gradient
method is applied to find weights and bias that computes the
minimum loss.
To start the training process, training parameters are set
as {Ne , M , η, K , S}, where Ne is the maximum number of
Epoch, M is the size of mini_batch used in the stochastic
gradient method, η is the learning rate, K is the number of
filters, S is the step length. The complete training process is
summarized in Alg. 3.
Algorithm 3 CNN based DataNet training
Require: Training data, training parameters
Ensure: CNN based DataNet.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

FIGURE 9. Overview of the CNN based DataNet.

The CNN structure specified for our proposed packet classifier is shown in Fig. 9. It consists of three convolution
layers, 2 Maxpooling layers and a fully-connected layer with
Softmax as classifier. Since the input data packet is converted
into a two-dimensional (2D) matrix, we will discard depth
and focus on processing the 2D data. The classification process is defined as follows:
1) The first convolutional layer processes the input data
with 8 filters, where each filter has a size of [3, 3]. Each
filter moves 1 step after one convolution operation.
2) Results of the convolution layer are input to an activation function, i.e. Eq. (7).
55386

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

for t = 1 to Ne do
for each batch of M input data do
For each training samples x ∈ X :
Compute the convolutional results;
Compute according to Eq. (7);
Max pooling according to Eq. (16);
Output classification results according to Eq. (9);
Compute the training error according to Eq. (10);
(W , b) ← arg min L;
end for
end for

VI. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the experimental results to evaluate
the accuracy of the proposed DataNets. Moreover, we also
compare the computational resource requirements for the
three developed DataNets.
A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
1) DATASET FOR EVALUATION

The dataset for evaluation is selected from the ‘‘ISCX
VPN-nonVPN traffic dataset’’ [23]. As shown in Table 2,
VOLUME 6, 2018
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TABLE 2. Description of the chosen datasets.

•

F1 -score: the F1 score rf is a widely-used metric in
information retrieval and classification that considers
both precision and recall as follows:
rf =

2rp · rc
.
rp + rc

(19)

For simplicity, the evaluations in this work are conducted
with full-size data packets, i.e., 1480 bytes per packet. Different settings for truncating/padding will be evaluated in our
future work.
B. CREATING DATANETS

the total dataset for evaluation is composed of 15 applications,
e.g., Facebook, Youtube, Netflix, etc. The chosen applications are encrypted with various security protocols, including
HTTPS, SSL, SSH, and proprietary protocols. A total of
206, 688 data packets are included in the selected dataset.
To reduce impacts from imbalanced dataset [43], e.g., Netflix
accounts for 25.126% of the total dataset, we further create a
subset with more balanced data samples for each application.
The balanced subset has a total of 73, 392 data packets. It is
composed of the same 15 applications, where each class
accounts for around 6.18% of the total subset.

We first create two sets of DataNets trained from the full
dataset and the balanced dataset respectively. Each set of
evaluation consists of three DataNets trained from the three
proposed methods, i.e., MLP, SAE and CNN based ones.
Each training process uses 60% for training, 20% for validation and 20% for test. In total, the accuracy of 6 DataNets are
evaluated for the packet classifier of an SDH-HGW. Settings
for the three methods are given in Table 3.
TABLE 3. Settings for DataNet training.

2) CONFIGURATIONS OF THE COMPUTING PLATFORM

C. CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF THE DATANETS

The performance evaluations are conducted using a Thinkpad
laptop computer with an Intel I7-7600U CPU at 2.8 GHz,
8 GB RAM and an external GPU (Nvidia GeForce GTX
1080) connected through Thunderbolt 3. The data preprocessing is based on Python package Scapy [44] to parse PCAP
file. The software platform for deep learning is built on Keras
library [45] with Tensorflow [46] (GPU-based version 1.4.0)
as the back-end support.

The accuracy of each DataNet model is evaluated with
50 tests. Each test is conducted using a randomly chosen

3) PERFORMANCE METRICS

The performance metrics used for evaluations are Precision,
Recall and F1 score [47].
• Precision: precision rp is the ratio of true positives nP
T
over the sum of nPT and false positives nPF . In the proposed classification methods, precision is the percentage
of packets that are properly attributed to the targeted
application.
rp =
•

nPT
nPT + nPF

.

(17)

Recall: recall rc is the ratio of nPT over the sum of nPT
and false negatives nN
F or the percentage of packets in
an application class that are correctly identified.
rc =

VOLUME 6, 2018

nPT
nPT

+ nN
F

.

(18)

FIGURE 10. Training accuracy and loss. (a) Training accuracy. (b) Loss
function.
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FIGURE 11. Classification results of the six DataNets (average values from 50 tests). (a) MLP based DataNet (full dataset). (b) SAE based DataNet (full
dataset). (c) CNN based DataNet (full dataset). (d) MLP based DataNet (balanced dataset). (e) SAE based DataNet (balanced dataset). (f) CNN based
DataNet (balanced dataset).

balanced subset from the full dataset. In each chosen subset,
40% are randomly chosen for classification test. For example,
to test Netflix, 5000 samples are randomly chosen from the
total pool of 51, 932. Then 2, 000 samples are further selected
for classification test. The average of results of Precision,
Recall and F1-Score are presented for each DataNet. Training
Accuracy and Loss of 6 DataNets are shown in Fig. 10(a)
and Fig. 10(b). All three approaches show promising convergence in training DataNets. The evaluation results of the six
DataNets are summarized in Table 4.
TABLE 4. Classification accuracy of the DataNets.

For better illustration, Fig. 11 shows the average results of
the detailed classification for each DataNet. The elements on
the diagonal of confusion matrix present accurately classified
results. The inaccuracy of ICQ classification using MLP
55388

DataNets can be verified from Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(d).
As we can see, many ICQ packets are wrongly classified
as AIM_Chat and vice versa. Similar results for SAE based
DataNets (Figs. 11(a) and 11(d)) and CNN based DataNets
(Figs. 11(c) and 11(f)) are also given. We can see that both
SAE and CNN DataNets have better performance in classifying the two on-line chatting applications. More discussion
on each type of DataNet is given below.
The evaluation results of MLP based DataNets are shown
in Fig. 12. The MLP DataNet trained from the full dataset
achieves high precision for most applications, as shown
in Fig. 12(a). Specifically, Email, Netflix, ScpDown, SftpDown and TorTwitter are close to 100%. Precision of
AIM_Chat and ICQ has a relatively low precision at 88%
and 83% respectively. Similarly, recall and F1-score are high

FIGURE 12. Testing results of MLP based DataNets. (a) Trained from full
dataset. (b) Trained from balanced dataset.
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for most applications except AIM_Chat and ICQ. Three metrics of most applications achieve an average result of 96%.
In comparison, the MLP DataNet trained from the balanced
dataset has relatively low performance. In fact, the recall of
Spotify classification is even lower than 80% with the MLP
DataNet trained from the balanced dataset.
The evaluation results of SAE based DataNets are shown
in Fig. 13. We can see that all precision, recall and F1-Score
are much higher than MLP based DataNets. All three metrics
achieve an average result of 98% for SAE based DataNets.

TABLE 5. Computing performance with GPU settings.

TABLE 6. Computing performance with HGW settings.

FIGURE 13. Testing results of SAE based DataNets. (a) Trained from full
dataset. (b) Trained from balanced dataset.

FIGURE 15. Analysis of CPU usage on an SDN-HGW.
FIGURE 14. Testing results of CNN based DataNets. (a) Trained from full
dataset. (b) Trained from balanced dataset.

The evaluation results of CNN based DataNets are shown
in Fig. 14. As we can see, the CNN based DataNets achieve
even better results of precision, recall and F1-Score. All three
metrics achieve an average result of 98%.
D. COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE

We then evaluate the computational performance of the three
types of DataNets. Without loss of generality, the three
DataNets trained from the balanced dataset are used for
evaluation. 50 tests are performed for each DataNet. Each
test records the computational performance of classifying
150, 000 data packets. With a relatively powerful configuration, e.g. the configurations set for training, the classification
processes can be performed in real-time for a home network
with a bandwidth over 100 Mbps, as shown in Table 5.
In order to achieve real-time network management for a
local user (e.g., a home user), the proposed DataNets shall
be processed at the SDN-HGW instead of the SDN core
network controller. Nonetheless, an SDN-HGW has limited
computational on CPU, memory and flash. We conduct a
case study with an SDN-HGW configured with a 4-core CPU
VOLUME 6, 2018

(with more than 1500 DMIPS), 512 MB RAM and 128 MB
Flash. As shown in Table 6, the MLP DataNet has the most
computational efficiency. It can process over 10, 900 packets
per second, or roughly 16.48 MB. In other words, real-time
processing capability of MLP DataNet is over 131 Mbps.
Due to different complexity of the schemes, CPU and
memory usages may vary. As shown in Fig. 15, the MLP
based DataNet consumes the least computing resources
amongst the three schemes, thus providing the largest bandwidth for real-time processing. We will further study this
matter for better performance in the future work.
VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an SDN-HGW framework to
support distributed end-to-end network QoS management.
The core of the proposed SDN-HGW framework is DataNet,
a deep learning based encrypted data packet classifier. The
proposed DataNets are developed with three approaches,
including MLP, SAE and CNN. An open dataset with more
than 20, 000 packets from 15 applications were used to
develop and test the proposed DataNets. The experimental
results showed that the developed DataNets can be applied
to the proposed SDN-HGW framework with accurate packet
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classification and high computational efficiency for real-time
processing in a smart home network. In the future work,
we will continue to improve the performance of DataNets
and apply them to enhance network resource management,
to enable new business plans, etc., without compromising
security/privacy of service providers nor users.
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